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VIXI
DEVELOPMENT AND STANDARDIZATION OF PARALLEL FORMS 
OF A SYLLABICATION SKILLS TEST
CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION
Need for the Study 
The ability to read is one of the most universal and 
useful skills which an individual may acquire. The ability 
to read is requisite to successful accomplishment in practi­
cally all areas of life, and many persons, otherwise capable, 
are unsuccessful and frustrated because they failed to learn 
to read adequately and efficiently. The ability to read is
(1) an aid in meeting one's daily needs, (2) a tool of citi­
zenship, (3) a pursuit for leisure time, (4) a tool to one's 
vocation, (5) a source of spiritual refreshment, and (6) an 
aid to enrichment of experience.^
The mastery of the skills that leads to recognition 
and to the meaming of words should not be left to chance or
Gillian Gray, Teaching Children to Read, 3rd ed. 
rev. (New York: Ronald Press Company, 1963), p. 4.
2haphazard practice. Instruction in word recognition involves 
the use of context clues, phonics analysis, the dictionary, 
and structural analysis. "Objectives of word skills programs 
are twofold: to build a sight vocabulary and enable children 
to apply as many word skills as they need in order to iden­
tify unknown words efficiently."^
Structural clues aid in the pronunciation and under­
standing the meaning of words. Root words, affixes, accents 
and syllabication provide ways of breaking down unknown words. 
Heilman proposed three purposes for syllabication: "(1)
pronouncing words not instantly recognized as sight words,
(2) arriving at correct spelling of many words, and (3) break-
2
ing words at the end of a line of writing."
Wallen, who used the term "structural signals" and 
explained that structural word attack utilizes two types of 
structural signals, roots and affixes, stressed the impor­
tance of meaning as related to structural analysis. He 
wrote, "The most important single characteristic of struc­
tural signals is that they contribute to the meaning of 
words .Sc hne pf and Meyer attested to the importance of
Robert Karlin, Teaching Elementary Reading: Prin­
ciples and Strategies (New York: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich,
Inc., 1971), pp. 142-143.
2
Arthur W. Heilman, Phonics in Proper Perspective, 
2nd ed. (Columbus: Charles E. Merrill Publishing Co.,
1968), p. 77.
3
Carl J. Wallen, Word Attack Skills in Reading 
(Columbus: Charles E. Merrill Publishing Company, 1969), 
p. 72.
3combined techniques for word recognition. They wrote, "All 
programs must eventually include structural analysis and some 
use of content clues." Spache considered syllabication 
functions as an aid to word recognition by helping the pupil 
break words into smaller units, pronounce these, blend, and 
thus recognize words in his auditory voccibulary. Syllabica­
tion helps pupils in spelling and writing. Most normal readers, 
as they mature in reading in intermediate and upper elementary
grades, become increasingly dependent upon their knowledge of
2
syllables and less upon letter phonics.
The importance associated with the development of word
analysis skills by college students who are prospective
teachers was demonstrated in a research study reported by
Austin and others, which indicated that:
. . . many prospective teachers themselves do not know 
these techniques. Many of the current generation of 
college students were taught to read by methods which 
did not include structural and phonetic analysis and 
thus have never been exposed to them. If they are able 
to use a variety of approaches in their teaching, they 
should know the basic elements of these ways of unlock­
ing words. Therefore, it is recommended: that college
instructors take greater responsibility in making cer­
tain that their students have mastered the principles 
of phonetic and structural analysis.3
^Virginia Schnepf and Odessa Meyer, Improving Your 
Reading Program (New York: The Macmillan Compemy, 1971),
p. ll7.
2
George D. Spache and Evelyn B. Spache, Reading in 
the Elementctry School (Boston: Allyn and Bacon, 1969),
p. 410.
^Mary C. Austin and others. The Torch Lighters 
(Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1961), p. 146.
4Not only are many prospective teachers deficient 
in ability to apply word analysis skills, but a conference 
of reading experts reported that, " . . .  many teachers have 
become masters neither of the components (constituent parts) 
of reading instruction nor of the teaching of those com­
ponents."^ They further stated that:
Teaching phonics and structural analysis calls for 
teachers who have mastered the fundamentals of these 
skills and who know how to teach them to children.
For teachers who do not meet these criteria, schools 
should provide in-service training. So far as their 
students are concerned, teacher education institutions 
should make certain their prospective reading teachers 
do master these fundamentals.2
"The primary reason for emphasizing teachers proficiency in
the application of the word analysis skills is to insure
3
that they can provide adequate instruction for others."
Statement of the Problem
The problem was to develop and standardize parallel 
forms of a criterion-referenced syllabication skills test 
composed of multiple-choice type items. These tests were 
designed to evaluate the individual proficiency of college 
students and in-service teachers.
Conference of Reading Experts, Learning to Read,
A Report Prepared by a Conference of Reading Experts 
(Princeton, N.J.: Educational Testing Service, 1962), p. 4.
^Ibid., pp. 8-9.
^Robert L. Curry and Toby W. Rigby, Reading Inde­
pendence Through Word Analysis (Columbus: Charles E. Merrill
Publications, 1969), p. 3.
5Purpose of the Study
Traditionally tests of syllabication skills have 
consisted of lists of words given to the student, with 
instructions for the student to re-write the words by break­
ing the words into the separate syllabic parts. This type
of test was then scored by hand, requiring a great amount of 
time if a large number of students were involved. The tests 
that were developed in this study were tests of syllabication 
skills which consisted of multiple-choice type responses which 
can be scored either by hand or by machine if this service
is available. Anastasi stated:
Among the chief advantage of objective items 
are ease, rapidity, and objectivity of scoring.
Multiple choice items have proved to be the most 
widely applicable. They are also easier to score than 
certain other forms, eind reduce the chances of correct 
guessing by presenting several alternative responses.^
Due to the importance of syllabication as a part 
of the basic skills instruction in the preparation of teach­
ers of reading, accurate measurement is vital to assess their 
achievement in this area of instruction. This study focused 
on the development of an instrument to achieve this goal.
Operational Definitions
1. "A criterion-referenced test is one that is deliber­
ately constructed to yield measurements that are directly
Anne Anastasi, Psychological Test] 
:: The Macmillan Company, 1968), p. léi,
________ fic ting, 3rd ed. (New
York
6interpretable in terms of specified performance standards."
2
2. Distracters are misleads.
3. The multiple-choice form consists of the item
3
and two or more responses to the question.
4. Options are the distracters together with the
4correct answer.
5o "Parallel tests have equal means, equal vari­
ance, and equal intercorrelations with one other.
6. Structural analysis is the process by which a 
reader deals with root words and their inflected and derived 
forms. This includes variant endings, compound words, pre­
fixes, suffixes, contractions, and syllabication.^
7. Sy1labication is the ability to break words into
7
syllables.
8. "Syllable; A combination of several letters to
Q
form one sound which formulates a word or a part of a word. "
^Robert L. Thorndike, ed., Educational Measurement, 
2nd ed. (Washington, D.C.: American Council on Education,
1971), p. 653.
^Ibid., p. 94. ^Ibid., p. 94. ^Ibid., p. 94.
^J. P. Guilford, Psychometric Methods, 2nd ed.
(New York: McGraw-Hill Book Compeuiy, 1954), p. 374.
®Guy L. Bond amd Eva Bond Wagner, Teaching the 
Child to Read (New York : The Macmillain Compamy, 1966) ,
p. 161.
7Heilman, Phonics in Proper Perspective, p. 77
®Curry 
Analysis, p. 3
Q
amd Rigby, Reading Independence Through Word
79. Standardized tests are instruments which . . 
provide methods of obtaining samples of behavior under uniform 
procedures. By a uniform procedure we mean that the same 
fixed set of questions is administered with the same set of 
directions and timing constraints, and that the scoring pro­
cedure is carefully delineated and uniform. However, . . . 
some inventories (instruments) . . .  do not have norms but 
are ordinarily considered as standardized."^
Related Literature 
Implicit in most of the recommendations for teaching 
syllabication principles as a word recognition skill is the 
assumption that the student who can apply these principles 
will become a more efficient reader. Limited research has 
been conducted to determine if there is a significant rela­
tionship between syllabication skills and reading-proficiency. 
Dawson wrote that " . . .  almost all of the pertinent articles 
published by the International Reading Association have dealt
directly with phonics, to the neglect of structural analysis
2
and contextual clues." However, many reading authorities 
have written of the necessity of the acquisition of these 
skills for students to become mature readers. This section 
will include both research and other literature not based on 
research techniques.
William A. Mehrens and Irvin J. Lehmann, Measure­
ment and Evaluation in Education and Psychology (New York; 
Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc., 1973), p. 376.
2
Mildred A. Dawson, comp., Teaching Word Recognition 
Skills (Newark, Del.: International Reading Association,
1971), p. iii.
8There is some disagreement among reading experts as
to specific methodology for developing proficient readers,
"but the value of phonetic and structural analysis skills in
developing reading proficiency is unquestionable."^ Bond
and Wagner wrote that one advantage of syllabication over
other of the more detailed methods of word analysis is that
it breaks the word into relatively large elements. A second
advantage is that often these parts are well-known smaller
words and will lead to the reinforcement of dependence upon
the technique of known words within larger words. A third
advcoitage is that syllabication teaches the system that is
employed in the most usable book of all for word recogni-
2tion and word pronunciation, the dictionary.
Harris emphasized that for students who have trouble 
with blending single phonemes together the blending of 
syllables to make a spoken word is frequently much easier. 
Harris wrote that syllabication is employed in spelling as 
well as in reading. ^ Karlin stressed that the student who 
can divide a word into syllables before he attempts to apply 
phonics is likely to recognize the word. He wrote "that it 
is more efficient to recognize the pronunciation of a 
syllable than to analyze words letter by letter emd then
^Curry cuid Rigby, Reading Independence Through Word 
Analysis, p. iii.
2
Bond and Wagner, Teaching the Child to Read, pp.
159-160.
^Albert J. Harris, How To Increase Reading Ability, 
5th ed. (New York: David McKay Compamy, Inc., 1970), p. 337.
combine the sounds. Burmeister attested to the use of 
syllabication generalizations for secondary students. She 
said, "Among the most useful phonic generalizations for 
secondary students to know are those that relate to syllabi­
cation.
Schell wrote that the correct approach to teaching 
structural analysis is to teach syllabication as an integral 
part of phonics. He suggested that this approach would 
rectify inaccurate instruction and lead to a more precise 
understanding of how structural analysis aided in unlocking
3
unrecognized words.
Burmeister compared the findings of studies reported 
by Oaks, Clymer, Fry, Bailey, Emans, Burmeister and Winkley 
in which the usefulness of phonic structural analysis, and
Robert Karlin, Teaching Reading in High School,
2nd ed. (New York: The Bobbs-Merrill Con^any, Inc., 1972),
p. 138.
2
Lou E. Burmeister, Reading Strategies for Secondary 
School Teachers (Reading, Mass.: Addison-Wesley Publishing
Company, Inc., 1974), p. 136.
^Leo M. Schell, "Teaching Structural Analysis,"
The Reading Teacher 21 (November 1967): 133-37.
10
T
accent generalizations had been investigated. Each of the 
generalizations stated and examined by any one of the 
investigators was listed. Using a "utility level" concept 
for evaluation, she determined generalizations which had 
limited utility value and those which according to the 
results of the studies had broad application. From her 
comparison of the seven studies, she concluded, in relation 
to structural syllabication, "These generalizations take 
precedence over phonic syllabication generalizations:
1. Divide between a prefix and a root.
2. Divide between two roots.
2
3. Usually divide between a root and a suffix."
More recent studies have established the applica­
bility of phonics and syllabication generalizations to 
selected vocabularies in various subject matter areas.
Lou E. Burmeister, "Usefulness of Phonic Generali­
zations," The Reading Teacher 21 (Janucury 1968) : 349-56;
Ruth E. Oaks, "A Study of the Vowel Situations in a Primary 
Vocabuleury," Education 71 (May 1952): 604-17; Theodore 
Clymer, "The Utility of Phonic Generalizations in the Primary 
Grades," The Reading Teacher 16 (January 1963): 252-58;
E. A. Fry, "A Frequency Approach to Phonics," Elementary 
English 41 (November 1964): 759-65; Mildred Hart Bailey,
"The Utility of Phonic Generalizations in Grades One Through 
Six," The Reading Teacher 20 (Februeury 1967): 413-18; Robert 
Emans, "The Usefulness of Phonic Generalizations Above the 
Primêiry Level," The Reading Teacher 20 (February 1967): 
419-25; Lou E. Burmeister, "An Analysis of the Inductive cind 
Deductive Group Approaches to Teaching Selected Word Analysis 
Generalizations to Disabled Readers in Eighth amd Ninth 
Grade," (unpublished doctoral dissertation. University of 
Wisconsin, 1966), and Carol K. Winkley, "Utilization of 
Accent Generalizations in Identifying Unknown Multisyllable 
Words," (unpublished doctoral dissertation. University of 
Chicago, 1965).
2
Lou E. Burmeister, "Usefulness of Phonic Generali­
zations," The Reading Teacher 21 (January 1968): 349-56.
11
Davis tested the applicability to a composite of spelling
words; Ferguson to the vocabulary of elementary mathematics
texts; Jemigan to the vocabularies of books used in social
studies.^ Most significant to this study was the research
conducted by Wood in which she determined the applicability
of the syllabication generalizations used in the present
2
study (appendix A).
Lillie Smith Davis, "The Applicability of Phonic 
Generalizations to Selected Spelling Programs," (unpublished 
doctoral dissertation. University of Oklahoma, 1969); Loree
H. Ferguson, "The Applicability of Specific Phonic Generali­
zations to Elementary Mathematics Textbooks," (unpublished 
doctoral dissertation. University of Oklahoma, 1970); Mary ' 
Jernigan, "The Utility of Specific Generalizations to 
Vocabularies in Science Textbooks," (unpublished doctoral 
dissertation. University of Oklahoma, 1969) and Elizabeth 
Pendergraft King, "The Utility of Phonic Generalizations in 
Social Studies Programs," (unpublished doctoral dissertation. 
University of Oklahoma, 1970).
2
Ruby P. Wood, "The Applicability of Selected 
Structural Analysis Generalizations to Instructional Read­
ings," (unpublished doctoral dissertation. University of 
Oklahoma, 1973).
CHAPTER II 
PROCEDURES AND RESULTS OF THE STUDY
Test Specifications 
Syllabication skills, as measured by the tests 
constructed, consisted of the ability of the students to 
choose the correct multiple-choice response. These tests 
were administered to university and college students en­
rolled in a basic reading skills course in teacher education 
programs. The tests were administered after completion of 
instruction in syllabication skills and were designed for 
administration in one class period. The resulting scores 
were used for evaluating total achievement by individual 
students in mastery of syllabication skills.
Procedures
Construction of the Tests
Structural analysis generalizations included in the 
tests were selected by applicability of usage in vocabulary 
used in grades one through six in five series of basal
12
13
readers (appendix A ) T h r e e  subject-matter experts in 
the field of reading were consulted for verification of 
the value of the nine generalizations (appendix B).
The test items were constructed of words that 
tested these nine generalizations:
1. A single consonant usually goes with the vowel 
which follows when that consonant appears be­
tween two vowels.
2. A single consonant appearing between two 
vowels usually goes with the preceding vowel 
if that vowel is short and within an accent­
ed syllable.
3. No syllabic division should be made between 
consonants that constitute a consonant blend 
or consonant digraph.
4. The syllabic division of two consonants, 
which are neither blend nor digraph, and 
which appear between two vowels, usually 
comes between the two consonants.
5. Prefixes usually form separate syllables.
6. Suffixes usually form separate syllables.
7. The suffix -ed, if immediately preceded by 
the letter d or t, forms a separate syllable. 
The suffix -ed combines with other letters to 
form one syllable if not preceded by d or t.
8. A word ending in when the lÆ is preceded 
by a consonant, forms a final syllable with 
that consonant cuid the lÆ. (Note: lÆ stands
alone as the final syllable when preceded by 
ck. )
9. A syllable division is made between words which 
form a confound. %
^Ibid.
2
Curry and Rigby, Reading Independence Through Word 
Analysis, pp. 21-65.
14
Four forms of the one hundred item test were 
constructed. Two pilot studies were conducted for analysis 
and revision of the tests. The final multiple-choice item 
tests were designed for administration in one class period. 
Mastery of these skills was determined by a proficiency 
score of eighty-five or above.
Content validity involved essentially the systematic 
examination of the content of the tests to determine whether 
they covered a representative sample of the behavior domain 
that was measured. Content validity was built into the 
tests from the outset by choosing items to test the nine 
structural analysis principles. Concurrent validity was 
evaluated by giving tests intended as a substitute for a 
less convenient procedure, and comparing the performance of 
the test directly with the test that is less convenient.
Forms B-1 and C-1 consist of the identical items as 
B and C respectively, but the student was asked to syllabi­
cate each word by dividing it into its syllcibic parts. Forms 
B-1 and C-1 were traditional forms of syllabication tests, 
and are less convenient than forms B and C. Concurrent 
validity was evaluated by using B, multiple-choice form, 
and B-1, traditional testing form. Pearson correlation 
coefficients of students' scores were confuted on the two 
tests. The same procedure was used for test C and C-1.
Forms B and C, multiple-choice tests, were written 
as parallel forms to test parallel form (immediate) reliabil­
ity. The multiple-choice test items were constructed with
15
four options given for each item. The options consisted 
of one correct response and three distracters.
The Kuder-Richardson internal consistency formula 
number twenty (KR 20) was used to compute the reliability 
estimate on all forms. This gave an indication of the 
extent to which individuals showed sted>ility of performance.
Means, standard deviations and standard errors of 
measurement were reported on all forms for the purpose of 
determining whether the tests were parallel in these 
respects. Also, for purposes of reporting and future revi­
sions of the test, the difficulty index of each item was 
confuted and the point-biserial correlation by forms was 
reported.
Directions were written to be given to the course 
instructors for administration of the tests (appendix C).
The order of presentation of the four forms was rotated, 
one-fourth of the students taking each test at one time.
This procedure was used to control for test-retest practice 
effects and other extraneous variables such as fatigue or 
boredom with the tests.
The second stage of the test development involved a 
trial administration of the test to ascertain exactly how 
the test functions in actual use and to estimate the validity 
and reliability. The trial administration served to make 
analysis and revision of items, and provided a check on time 
limits and on the procedures of administration.
16
Pilot Study One
The tests were administered to eighty-three students 
enrolled in teacher education courses in basic reading 
skills for the 1974 summer term. Students were tested from 
two institutions— The University of Oklahoma amd East Central 
State University.
Content validity was verified by examination of the 
tests by the same judges in the field of reading (appendix B) . 
Frequency and distribution of generalizations by test item 
revealed that these items were weighted in total number of 
times tested. Generalization one showed a slightly higher 
total of appearances due to the prevalence of this generali­
zation in many other vocabulary words that were tested for 
other generalizations. Generalizations five and six were 
tested more often due to the great number of prefixes and 
suffixes to be tested. From past experience with tradition­
al tests, generalization nine has been shown to be easily 
mastered by students so was tested less frequently. General­
izations two, three, four, seven and eight were given nearly 
equivalent weights. Examination of the frequency zmd distri­
butions of items showed that nearly equivalent weights were 
achieved in all test forms, with the exception of generaliza­
tion three. Generalization three appeared more often in forms 
B and B-1 than in C and C-1.
Pearson correlation coefficients for evaluation of 
concurrent validity (see table 1) yielded significant corre­
lations at the .001 level for forms B emd B-1 (.897), B-1
17
and C (.811), B and C-1 (.660) and C and C-1 (.627). Pearson 
correlation coefficients for evaluation of parallel form 
(immediate) reliability (see table 2) yielded significant 
correlations at the .001 level for forms B and C (.805);
B-1 and C-1 (.682) . Kuder-Richardson twenty coefficients 
for evaluation of internal reliability (see table 3) yielded 
significant correlations at the .001 level of B (.90), B-1 
(.93), C (.86) and C-1 (.91). Means, standard deviations 
and the standard error of measurements are reported in 
table 4.
TABLE 1
CONCURRENT VALIDITY COEFFICIENTS OF SYLLABICATION SKILLS TEST
Test Forms
Test
Forms
No. of 
Cases B-1 C C-1
B 83 .897* .660*
B-1 83 .811*
C 83 .627*
♦significant at .001 level
18
TABLE 2
ALTERNATE FORM (IMMEDIATE) RELIABILITY COEFFICIENTS 
OF SYLLABICATION SKILLS TEST
Test Forms
Test
Forms C C-1
B .805*
B-1 .682*
^Significant at .001 level
TABLE 3
INTERNAL RELIABILITY COEFFICIENTS OF SYLLABICATION SKILLS
TESTS
Test Reliability
Forms______  Coefficients
B .90*
B-1 .93*
C .86*
C-1 .91*
*Significant at .001 level
19
TABLE 4
MEANS, STANDARD DEVIATIONS AND STANDARD ERROR OF 
MEASUREMENTS FOR PILOT STUDY ONE
S E
Test Forms Means Meas S.D.
B 85.1 3.2 10.0
B-1 82.9 3.3 12.2
C 84.5 3.2 8.5
C-1 84.7 3.2 10.7
The pilot study indicated that both content validity 
and validity as evaluated by judges met the requirements for 
the domain to be tested in the test specifications. Con­
current validity correlations and reliability correlations 
were highly significant. The concurrent validities indicated 
that multiple-choice type testing could be a valid measure­
ment for testing syllabication skills as a substitute for 
the less convenient traditional testing. The data collected 
in pilot study one were used for item revision.
20
The test items chemged were those which had negative 
point bi-serial correlations and had syllabic divisions with­
in the word that were exceptions to other generalizations. 
Three items were changed on forms B and B-1 emd twelve items 
were changed on forms C emd C-1.
Pilot Study Two
The tests were administered to 158 students enrolled 
in teacher education courses in basic reading skills for the 
1974 Fall term. Students were tested from the University of 
Oklahoma, East Central Oklahoma State Univeristy and 
Oklahoma Christian College.
Content validity was verified by three judges in the 
field of reading as reported in Pilot Study One. Pearson 
correlation coefficients for evaluation of concurrent valid­
ity (see table 5) yielded significant correlations at the 
.001 level for forms B and B-1 (.794), B-1 and C (.825), B 
and C-1 (.811), and C and C-1 (.885). Pearson correlation 
coefficients for evaluation of parallel form (immediate) 
reliability (see table 6) yielded significant correlations 
at the .001 level for forms B and C (.817) and B-1 and C-1 
(.837). Kuder-Richcirdson twenty coefficients for evaluation 
of internal reliability (see tcüale 7) yielded significant 
correlations at the .001 level of B (.89), B-1 (.87), C (.88) 
and C-1 (.88). Means, stamdeurd deviations auid the stamdard 
error of measurements aure reported in table 8.
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TABLE 5
CONCURRENT VALIDITY COEFFICIENTS OF SYLLABICATION
SKILLS TESTS
Test
Forms
No. of 
Cases
Test Forms
B-1 C-1
B
B-1
C
158
158
158
.794*
825*
.811*
.885*
*Signifleant at .001 level
TABLE 6
ALTERNATE FORM (IMMEDIATE) RELIABILITY COEFFICIENTS 
OF SYLLABICATION SKILLS TESTS
Test Forms C-1
B
B-1
,817*
837*
*Signifleant at .001 level
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TABLE 7
INTERNAL RELIABILITY COEFFICIENTS OF SYLLABICATION
SKILLS TESTS
Test
Forms
Reliability
Coefficients
B .89*
B-1 .87*
C .87*
C-1 .88*
♦Significant at .001 level
TABLE 8
MEANS, STANDARD DEVIATIONS AND STANDARD ERROR OF 
MEASUREMENTS FOR PILOT STUDY TWO
Test Forms Mecins S.E.
Meas.
S.D.
B 87.3 3.0 8.9
B-1 87.2 3.0 8.3
C 87.4 3.0 8.8
C-1 88.1 3.1 8.9
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This pilot study indicated that concurrent validity 
and reliability correlations were highly significant. The 
concurrent validity coefficients indicated that multiple- 
choice type testing could be a valid measurement for testing 
syllabication skills.
Pilot Study Two indicated that the test revisions 
served to improve the consistency of reliability, validity 
and internal reliability coefficients and at the same time
f
maintain highly significant correlations. The revised tests 
showed more consistency in means, standard deviations and 
standard errors of measurement.
Additional forms of the test, A and A-1, were con­
structed at the same time B, B-1, C and C-1 were developed. 
Forms A and A-1 were administered to seventy-nine of the 
students in Pilot Study Two to determine correlations of 
validity and reliability of this test and to determine an 
item analysis. Since correlations of reliability and valid­
ity were highly significant at the .001 level, items could 
be used from forms A and A-1 for revisions in tests B, B-1,
C and C-1. Pearson correlation coefficients are reported in 
table 9.
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TABLE 9
CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS FOR A, A-1, B, B-1 AND C-1
Test
Forms
Test Forms
A-1 B B-1 C C-1
A .833 .786 .786 .788 .788
A-1 .798 .743 .717 .771
B .824 .750 .737
B-1 .798 .789
C .853
Final Standardization emd Results 
An item analysis and point bi-serial correlations of 
test items did not warrant a revision after Pilot Study Two 
in the test forms used for the final standardization.
Pilot Study Two test forms B, B-1, C and C-1 were changed 
to final test forms A, A-1, B and B-1 respectively. Forms 
A, A-1, B and B-1 of the Syllabication Skills Test used in 
the final standardization are presented in appendix D.
A purposeful non-random sampling procedure was used 
for selecting the subjects included in the study. Subjects
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used in the study were enrolled in undergraduate reading 
courses in teacher education programs. Fourteen public and 
private colleges and universities were selected to represent 
a cross-sectional sampling throughout the United States 
(appendix E). Tests were administered to students in 
twenty-seven classes in these institutions.
A total of 807 students peurticipated in the study; 
however, sixty-seven students did not complete all forms of 
the test. The final number of observations used for analysis 
of the data consisted of 740 students who completed all test 
forms. Representation of students by ethnic groups included: 
62 Blacks ; 674 Whites; 1 American-Indian; and, 3 Mexican- 
Americcuis.
Directions (appendix C) were given to the class in­
structors for uniform procedures in the administration of 
the final test forms. Tests were administered in the Spring 
of 1975 after students had received instruction in syllabi­
cation generalizations.
Content validity was judged by frequency and distri­
bution of generalizations by test item. Results revealed 
that the tests measured the danain set forth in the test 
specifications (appendix F). Total number of items testing 
each generalization are shown in table 10.
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table 10
NUMBER OF TEST ITEMS BY GENERALIZATION
Test Formsdx X % dvxvn
A B
1 16 19
2 12 15
3 14 10
4 21 20
5 31 31
6 21 20
7 13 12
8 12 12
9 8 8
Examination of the frequency and distributions of 
items showed that nearly equivalent weights were achieved in 
both test forms. Generalization five was tested more often 
due to the great number of prefixes; whereas, generalization 
nine was tested less frequently in that traditional tests 
have shown that this generalization was easily mastered. 
Three judges attested to the value of these syllabication
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generalizations to the field of reading and to the content 
measured by the Syllabication Skills Tests (appendix B) .
Pearson correlation coefficients for evaluation of 
concurrent validity (see table 11) yielded significant 
correlations at the .001 level for forms A and A-1 (.859),
A and B-1 (.823), A-1 and B (.857) and B and B-1 (.873). 
Pearson correlation coefficients for evaluation of parallel 
form (immediate) relieibility (see table 12) yielded signif­
icant correlations at the .001 level for forms A and B 
(.843); A-1 and B-1 (.866). Kuder-Richardson twenty co­
efficients for evaluation of internal relicdaility (see 
tcüsle 13) yielded significant correlations at the .001 level 
of A (.87), A-1 (.92), B (.88) and B-1 (.94). Means, stand­
ard deviations and the standard error of measurements are 
reported in table 14. The difficulty index and correlation 
of test items are shown in table 15.
Corrections for attenuation of the correlation
coefficients were not en^loyed in that they were considered
to be unnecesscury emd perhaps inappropriate because of the
levels of significcuice attained. Mehrens and Lehmann
supported this position when they wrote:
. . . they are certainly subject to misinterpretation. 
Naive users may easily be led by these corrections 
into believing that a test is a better predictor than 
is Wcirranted. In general, we are opposed to such 
statistical manipulations being reported in a test 
manual. If they are reported, however, the uncorrect­
ed validity coefficient must also be reported, and the 
manual should caution the user with regard to the 
interpretation of the statistic.
^Mehrens and Lehmann, Measurement and Evaluation in
Education and Psychology, p. 129.
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TABLE 11
CONCURRENT VALIDITY COEFFICIENTS OF SYLLABICATION 
SKILLS TEST
Test Forms
Test
Forms
No. of 
Cases A-1 B B-1
A 740 .859* .823*
A-1 740 .857*
B 740 .873*
*Significauit at .001 level
TABLE 12
ALTERNATE FORM (IMMEDIATE) RELIABILITY COEFFICIENTS 
OF SYLLABICATION SKILLS TEST
Test Forms
Test
Forms B B-1
A .843*
A-1 .866*
^Significant at the .001 level
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TABLE 13
INTERNAL RELIABILITY COEFFICIENTS OF SYLLABICATION
SKILLS TESTS
Test
Forms
Reliability
Coefficients*
A .87*
A-1 .92*
B .88*
B-1 .94*
♦Significant at .001 level
TABLE 14
MEANS, STANDARD DEVIATIONS AND STANDARD ERROR OF MEASUREMENTS
OF THE FINAL SYLLABICATION SKILLS TESTS
Test Forms Means S.E.
Meas.
S.D.
A 81.2 3.4 9.8
A-1 80.7 3.6 10.2
B 80.6 3.5 10.0
B-1 82.1 3.6 10.1
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TABLE 15
DZFFICOLTT INDEX AND CORRELATION OF TEST ITEMS
test Form A Form B Test FormT ---- Form B
Item DI* €»♦ DI* c** Item DI* Ci*' DI^ c**
1 .99 .00 .98 .13 51 .94 .24 .95 .26
2 .82 .18 .90 .18 52 .98 .18 .98 .12
3 .89 .02 .91 .12 53 • .90 .24 .50 .43
4 .64 .55 .65 .51 54 .79 .33 • .80 .30
5 .91 .25 .70 .12 55 .99 .11 .99 .12
6 .68 .47 .93 .19 56 .91 *.30 .99 .03
7 .91 .20 .65 .44 57 .81 .27 .88 .23
» .97 .11 .96 .18 58 .92 .29 .70 .42
9 .96 .26 .96 .19 59 .69 .38 .79 .31
10 .80 .34 .84 .28 60 .92 .32 .49 .31
11 .88 .20 .92 .20 61 .58 .51 .74 .41
12 .99 .13 .97 .17 62 .70 .26 .68 .21
13 .69 .14 .80 .36 63 .95 .12 .83 .12
14 .57 .36 .79 .31 64 . .99 .17 .99 .17
15 .89 .08 .92 .21 65 .97 .19 .98 .16
16 .94 .18 .97 .04 66 .82 .41 ■ .82 .42
17 .82 .09 .86 .31 67 .42 .22 .58 .18
18 .92 .15 .97 .14 68 .69 .21 .72 .10
19 .43 .46 .75 .45 69 .50 .53 .56 .53
20 .99 .11 .99 .07 70 .71 .20 .89 .11
21 .97 .11 .91 .18 71 .88 .11 .86 .15
22 .75 .42 .74 .40 72 .51 .18 .75 .06
23 .64 .58 .64 .54 73 .94 .26 .80 .32
24 .93 .16 .85 .11 74 .46 .44 .53 .40
25 .85 .20 .78 .35 75 .67 .49 .75 .45
26 .39 .40 .52 .44 76 .96 .16 .98 .19
27 .90 .13 .96 .06 77 .98 .20 .87 .32
28 .83 .35 .68 .18 78 .91 .30 .95 .33
29 .91 .19 .92 .32 79 1.00 .10 .99 .17
30 .58 .24 .49 .22 80 .64 .40 .66 .46
31 .86 .30 .85 .23 81 .69 .47 .66 .52
32 .88 .24 .78 .29 82 .66 .48 .59 .53
33 .67 .22 .98 .21 83 .86 .26 .94 .16
34 .58 .39 .70 .34 84 .75 .41 .68 .41
35 .98 .11 .98 .26 85 .67 .43 .62 .47
36 .94 .20 .30 .24 86 .93 .13 .92 .09
37 .94 .23 .80 .23 87 .95 .12 .97 .14
38 .96 .16 .88 .16 88 .87 .13 .87 .19
39 .62 .53 .74 .45 89 .63 .28 .77 .19
40 .79 .03 .82 -.01 90 .99 .15 .99 .16
41 .90 .04 .86 .20. 91 .73 .14 .75 .09
42 .84 .25 .86 .21 92 .81 .26 .74 .42
43 .95 .05 .99 .17 93 .53 .40 .57 .46
44 .74 .42 .82 .42 94 .77 .41 .49 .52
45 .65 .35 .64 .23 95 .95 .21 .87 .20
46 .99 .11 .99 .17 96 .92 .29 .91 .28
47 .93 .25 .99 .27 97 .99 .18 .98 .20
48 .96 .19 .94 .24 98 .94 .29 .61 .52
49 .68 .26 .57 .12 99 .58 .48 .94 .26
50 .64 .57 .64 .53 100 .97 .07 .86 .32
♦Difficulty Index 
♦♦Point Bi-serial Correlation
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The analysis of the data obtained on the standeurdi- 
zation of the Syllabication Skills Tests (Forms A and B) 
indicated that these were valid and reliable instruments. 
Multiple-choice type items measured the ability of students 
to apply the skills required to syllabicate words.
CHAPTER III
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Sunnna>-y
This study was designed to develop and standardize 
parallel forms of a criterion-referenced syllabication 
skills test. The test items were of a multiple-choice 
type. Tests were administered to college students enrolled 
in basic reading courses.
Two pilot studies were conducted previous to the 
final standardization for purposes of refining the final 
test forms. Analysis of the data in the first pilot study 
resulted in the changing of several test items which showed 
a negative correlation with other items on the tests. 
Analysis of the data of pilot study two showed validity and 
reliability coefficients significant at the .001 level and 
that item correlations were improved.
No changes were made in the test items for the final 
administration of the tests. Twenty-seven classes in four­
teen public and church affiliated colleges and universities 
participated in the study. The tests were administered to
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807 students. Sixty-seven students did not complete all 
four forms of the tests. The final statistical emalysis of 
data included a sample of 740 students. The validity and 
reliability coefficients and the item analysis data indi­
cated that the domain was effectively tested through the 
use of a more convenient measuring instrument-tests composed 
of multiple-choice type items.
Conclusions
Conclusions from the examination of the results of 
the data analysis obtained in the study were:
1. A valid and reliable measuring instrument was 
developed as an efficient manner for determining college 
students' abilities to apply syllabication skills.
2. Form A or B of the Syllabication Skills Test can 
be administered within the time limits of one college class 
period (approximately 40 minutes) .
3. The arbitrary criterion level of eighty-five per­
cent accuracy was logical in that the means of the tests were 
very similar to the estcüalished criterion level.
4. Judges in the field of reading considered the 
tests to be of educational value in the preparation of teach­
ers.
5. Parallel forms of the Syllabication Skills Test 
were developed.
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Recommandations for Further Study
The following recommendations for additional research 
have evolved from the present study:
1. Local and national norms should be established 
for students in teacher education programs which indicate 
performance in relation to other students at the same level.
2. An analysis of the items (words) on the tests be 
made and a method for diagnosing deficiencies related to each 
syllabication generalization tested be devised for use as a 
diagnostic pre-test.
3. Syllabication skills tests should be devised, or 
if applicable, these tests should be normed for students in 
grades seven through twelve. Application of the technique 
devised for determining specific deficiencies should be applied 
to the current tests or the newly constructed tests for stu­
dents of these grade levels.
4. Similarly devised tests should be constructed and 
standardized for determining proficiency and diagnostic infor­
mation in the application of the phonic generalizations.
5. A study should be conducted to determine if there 
are significant correlations between syllabication skills and 
vocabulary, comprehension, gender and grade level of students 
as correlated with a stemdardized reading achievement test.
6. A study should be conducted to determine if there 
are significant differences between the syllabication skills 
of above-average and below-average readers.
APPENDIX A 
SUMMARY TABLE OF APPLICABILITY 
OF GENERALIZATIONS
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TABLE 16
Applicability of Syllabication Generalizations
Generalizations
Per Cent 
of 
Applica­
bility
1. A single consonant usually goes with the 
vowel which follows when that consonant 
appears between two vowels.
2. A single consonant appearing between two 
vowels usually goes with the preceding 
vowel if that vowel is short and within 
an accented syllable.
3. No syllabic division should be made between 
consonants that constitute a consonant 
blend or consonant digraph.
4. The syllabic division of two consonants, 
which are neither blend nor diagraph, and 
which appeeir between two vowels, usually 
comes between the two consonants.
5. Prefixes usually form sepeurate syllables.
6. Suffixes usually form separate syllables.
7. The suffix -ed, if immediately preceded by 
tlie letter d or t, forms a separate 
sylled)le. The suffix -ed combines with 
other letters to form one syllable if not 
preceded by d or t.
8. A word ending in ]Æ, when tdie ^  is preceded 
by a consonant, forms a final syllcüdle wi-th 
that consonant and the (Note: le
stands alone as tdie final syllable when 
preceded by ck.)
9. A syllable division is made between words 
which form a compound.
62
100
93
96
100
61
100
98
100
APPENDIX B
STATEMENTS OF VERIFICATION OF VALIDITY 
BY SUBJECT-MATTER EXPERTS
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M O O R E  PUBLIC SCHOOLS
400 North BroadiMy 
Moore. Oklahoma 
73100
Leon Bawlay, Ph. D.
' Dir. of Fed. Programs and Reading
September 15» 1975
Mrs. Lynna Geis 
College of Education 
University of Oklahoma 
Norman, Oklahoma 73069
Dear Mrs. Geis:
I have analyzed the four forms of the SYLLABICATION SKILLS 
TEST and in my judgment each covers the content of the 
domain being measured. Also, in ray professional judgment, 
the value of these syllabication generalizations is 
inestimable to the field of reading.
Sincerely,
Wesley Leon Bewley, Ph. D.
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September 8, 1975
Lynna Geis 
College of Education 
University of Oklahoma 
Norman, Oklahoma
Dear Ms. Geis:
I have analyzed the four forms of the SYLLABICATION SKILLS TEST 
and am satisfied that each covers the content of the domain being 
measured. Also, in my professional judgment, which is based on an 
accumulation of empirical data, the value of these syllabication 
generalizations is inestimable to the field of reading.
Sincerely,
]6ker J. Tfentbh 
Professor of Education 
Northeastern State College 
Tahlequah, Oklahoma
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OSCAR ROSE JUNIOR COLLEGE •420 SOUTHCA«T tSTN Miowcct Cirr. 0«C4woma 73110
•mcc or vmiuM ArrAiu September 11. 1975
- Lynna Gels 
College of Education 
University of Oklahoma 
820 Van Vieet Oval 
Nonaan, Oklahoma 73069
Dear Ms. Gels:
After carefully surveying the four forms of the Syllabication 
Skills Test. I am convinced that the content of the fie ld  is  
covered. ïlso , in ay judgment, the value of these syllabication 
generalizations is pertinent to the field of reading.
Sincerely,
F. Robfrt Poole, Ph.D. 
Director,
Office of Veterans Affairs
FRP:cm
A n  S ç iu l OpporttmUÿ Emplo]/er
APPENDIX C
DIRECTIONS FOR ADMINISTRATION 
OF TEST FORMS
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DIRECTIONS FOR ADMINISTERING TESTS ON SYLLABICATION SKILLS
There are four forms (one-hundred items each) of the 
tests (Form A, A-1, B, and B-1). Forms A and B are comprised 
of multiple-choice type items and Forms A-1 and B-1 are 
comprised of words which each student must re-write by 
syllables. Each student is to take all forms (Form A, A-1,
B, B-1).
For administration, the class should be divided into 
four groups. The administration of these tests must then be 
alternated in this manner.
Group I - Form A, A-1, B and B-1.
Group II - Form A-1, B, B-1, and A.
Group III - Form B, B-1, A and A-1.
Group IV - Form B-1, A, A-1, and B.
On the answer sheet for Forms A and B please have 
students give name, date, school, sex, instructor, form of 
test under name of test and identification number (use social 
security numbers if institutional ID numbers are not avail­
able) . Also, answer sheets must be completed with a 
Number 2 pencil. On Forms A-1 and B-1, have the student 
provide the information requested.
Please return all tests (including unused tests) and 
answer sheets in the self-addressed stamped envelope. The 
students' scores will be forwarded to you as quickly as 
possible.
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The following information is essential to describe 
the sample population. By observation» please enter the 
number of students in each ethnic group.
Black__________ White_._______  Indian_________
Oriental Other
Thank you for your assistance in making this study 
possible.
APPENDIX D
SYLLABICATION SKILLS TESTS
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Syllabication Skills Test 
Form A
Do Not Write on Test Booklet
Directions; Complete the following information on the 
answer sheet:
1. Name.
2. Sex.
3. Date of testing.
4. Name of institution.
5. Name of Instructor.
6. Form of test (in space provided for "Name
of Test").
7. Identification Number (use social security 
number if institutional ID numbers are not 
available). Blacken spaces to indicate ID 
number.
Use #2 Pencil
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1. pattaMT 1) pat>tamy 2) path aa-y 3) patb-oay 4» pa-tbaay
2. tcicycl* 1) trl-cy-cla 2) tcic-yela 3) tri-cye-la 4) tcic-y-ela
3. Mtet 1) cada-t 2) ca-da-t 3) oa-dat 4) cad-at
4. fnekl* 1) fcae-kla 2) fraefc-la 3) fcadtl-a 4) fra-cbla
S. «botastiOD 1). ab-atamt-ioa 2) aba-taat-lea 3) ab-atan-tloB 4) aba tan tlon
C. edelMt 1) cdde-ot" 2) erie-hat 3) ori-dtat 4) erichat
7. loadad 1) loa-dad 2> lo-ad-ad 3) lo-a-dad 4) lead-ad
#. lijdEopaa 1) byd to* an  ^2) by dro gan 3) byd re gan 43 bydrog-an
9. eollMt 1) coll-act 3) eoUact 3) ool-lact 4) co-Uaet
10. 1) tae-ab-la 2) tam-a*la 3) tan-abla 4) ta-oa-bla
U. objaetlott 1) Qb-jact-iOB 2) cbj-ac-tiea 3} ob-ja ction 4) eb-jac-tloo
12. dlaeoBtast 1) dla-ooB-tant 2) di-aoea-taat 3) dia-ecet-ant 4) di-aoent-aat
13. intaagibl* 1) ia-taag-lb-la 2) in-tao-gi*l* 3) Int-an-pi-bla 4) la-taag-i-^la
14. ffchology 1) payebo-lo-gy 2) pay-cbol-og-y 3) pay-cbol-o-gy 4) paye-bol-o-gy
IS. sKitBcy 1) pria-ac-y 2) pd-aa-oy 3) pri-aac-y 4) pria-a-cy
14. laetaxB 1) lact-arn 2) la ctam 3) lactam 4) lac-tam
17. il^portant 1) wa-ia per tant 2) «-nla-per-taat 3) on-l»yort-aBt 4) o-nia-port-ant
10. eebtm 1) eobr-m 2) oo-biB 3) co-bK-a 4} oob-m
19. pcefit 1) pro-fit 2) profit 3) pcef-it 43 pc-of-it
20. flapjack 1) flap-jade 2) flapj-adc 3) fla-pjack 43 flapjadc
1) aa-pola-ioa 2) aa-pol-aloa 3) aiv-ol-alan 43 av-ola-icB
22. iraarkar 1) taa-char 2) taao-bar 3) taaeb-ar 43 ta-ac-har
23. faaekla 1) bo-ckla 2) boe-kla 3) boda-a 43 bode-la
24. tsaato I) toa-a-to 2) to aa-to 3) to aat 0 43 tom at-o
2S. paradox 1) par a doa 2) pa ra daa 3) parrad-ca 43 pat-ad-on
26. naglactad 1) aag-lact-ad 2V na-glac-tad 3) nag-lao-tad 43 oa-glaet-ad
27. octant 1) o-ot-aat 2) octant 3) oe-tast 43 oet-ant
20. Mchiiilc I) aa-diaa-ic 2) aa-rha-nir 3) aar-ban-ic 43 aac-ba oic
29. hackatar 1) bodca-tar 2) hadcat-ar 3) bae-batar 43 tmdcratac
30. nticund 1) mb-i-eoad 2) m-bi-coad 3) ro-bie-cnd 43 rob-io-ond
31. inaaiwi 1) iU-o-aloB 2) il-lm-ioa 3) il-lu-aicn 43 Ul-oa-ion
33. bally 1) ball-y 2) ba-Uy 3) bally 43 bal-ly
33. daattoy 1) da atroy 2) dast-roy 3) daa-trey 43 da-atre-y
34. cadtad 1) ra-ci-tad 2) rae-l-tad 3) ra-cit-ad 43 rac-it-ad
3S. poorhouaa 1) poor hoaa a 2) peor-booaa 3) po-or-hooaa 43 poer-bou-aa
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3*. riiitwi— It 1) rant on mont 3) can ton mant 4)
37. Miwbli 1) aoo-om bin 2) aa aam bla 3) a aam* la 4) aa aaab la
3#. allMt 1) ai-lmmt 2) aiXa-nt 3) alX-ant 4) allant
39. bigot 1) bigot 2) blg-ot 3) blg-o-t 4) bl-get
40. prevoBtli* 1) pro-mont-iTO 2) paaa-am tiaa 3) pra-aan-tlaa 4) praa-ant-iaa
41. dolthitt 1) dolpb-in 2) dolp-hin 3) do-lpbia 4) dol-pbln
42. pon«Ml*« 1) poo-ono-oima 2) poaa-aa-aiaa 3) poaa-aaa-lva 4) poa-aaaa-iaa
43. aoxehaat 1) ma-rehant 2) aar-dUBit 3) maze-bant 4) marcb-ant
44. ebtalaod 1) cb-tmia-nd 2) ob-tai-nad 3) ob-ta-la-ad 4) ob-talnad
45. Oxlartil 1) da duct 2) da dac'tad 3) dad-nc-tad 4) dad-oct-ad
46. ohleaeta 1) ahl-fota 2) ahip-aa-ta 3) Alp mata 4) abip-mat-a
47. eoatrita 1) coa-tri-ta 2) oen-trita 3) ocnt-rita 4) cont-ri-ta
48. 4*9ZM 1) da graa 2) dagr-aa 3) dag^aa 4) dagraa
49. aotazy 1] ao-tar-y 2) ao-ta-zy 3) mot-a-ry 4) mot-ar-y
SO. fciekla X) pde-kla 2) pd-dOa 3) pdck-la 4) prlckl-a
51. ymool 1) vaa-aal 2) aaaa-aX 3) aa aaal 4)
52. dreweect 1} drc tm apact 2) d r  C M  apact 3) drom-apact 4) dr-coma-pack
53. aofcaazdlr 1) aak mar dly 2} aa-kwar-dly 3) am-kaard-ly 4) aak-aard-ly
54. duooielo 1) dtco-nie-la 2) droa-i-cla 3) cbron-ic-la 4) ehro-nl-cla
55. Ooototop 1) focrt-atap 2) foota-ti* 3) foo-tatap 4) £o-ot-atap
56. zaplaniah 1) ra-pla-niab 2) ra-plan-iah 3) rap-laa-iah 4) rap-la-njah
1) aie-ro-ptena
58. volm# 1) ao-ln-ma 2) ao-liaa 3) aol-Q-ma 4) aoX-oma
59. offtaM 1) of-fan-dad 2} of-faad-ad 3) off-aad-ad 4) of*-ao-dad
60. ItalidMd 1) It-al-i-daad 2) It-aX-i-da-ad 3) 1-ta-lic-ia-ad 4) 1-tal-l-drad
61. biabop X) blA-ep 2) bla bop 3) bi-abop 4) biabep
62. ••tieaa X) aar-ioua 2) aar-io-oa 3) aa-do-na 4) aa-rl-eoa .
63. montai X) aaat-aX 2) ma ntal 3) mam-tal 4) manta-X
64. bookaazfc X) bo-ek-uarfc 2) boo-*mark 3) be-okmark 4) book-mark
65. Intarrtao X) im-tar aa na 2) ia-tar-aaaa 3) imt-azMtaoa 4) In-tarv-ana
66. iaapixad ' X) ia-api-rad ' 2) iaa-pir-ad 3) im-^irad 4) laa-pirad
67. nmdaaat X) n-ad-aaat 2) ru-mia-ant 3) ma-i-naat 4) nmii In-ant
68. oarcaom 2) aarc-aam 3) aar-eaam 4) aar-ca-am
69. dragon X) drag-o-n 2) drag-OB 3) dragon 4) dra-gon
70. eaboodl# X) cab-oed-la 2) ca bocd la 3) cab-oo-dla 4) ca-boo-dla
00
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f i l l
9 9 9 9
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fij^ahieation Skills Test 
POBH A-1
I.D.
School
DIRECTIONS Î Re-%>rito the words by
1. pathway  :-----------
2. tricycle  _____________ _ __
3. cadet
4. freckle _
5. abstention _
6. cricket
7. loaded
8. hydrogen
9. collect
10. tenable
11. objection
12. discontent .
13. intangible ,
14. psychology
15. privacy
16. lectern
17. nniaçortant
18. cobra
19. profit
20. flapjack
21. expulsion
22. teacher
23. buckle
24. tomato
25. paradox
syllables. (Bxaaçle: fa-ga-ceous)
26. neglected_______ _ ______
27. octant  J----
28. mechanic ------- — -----
29 . h u c k s t e r _____ _________
30. tebicund _____ ________
31. i l l u s i o n ______________
32. belly-------------- ------
33. d e s t r o y ______________
34. recited__________ ________ _
35. poorhouse ' __________
36. cantonment_________ _____
37. assemble __ _ ___________
38. silent .-:---------- -
39. bigot _____________
40. preventive ____  —
41. d o l p h i n __________ —
42. possessive _____________
43. merchant __________ __
44. obtained  ___________ —
45. deducted _____---------
46. s h i p m a t e _____________
47. c o n t r i t e _________ ___ _
48. degree ____ _ __ _ ___
49. n o t a r y ____________ -
50. prickle _____________
50
51.
52. circtDBspect _
53. awkwardly
54. dironlcle
55. footstep
56. replenish
57. microphone .
58. volume
59. offended
60. italicized
61. bishop
62. serious
63. mental
64. bookmark
65. intervene
66. inspired
67. ruminant
68. sarcasm
69. dragon
70. caboodle
71. gadded
72. maturity
73. eonsuBmate
74. pathetic
75. debit
76. fervent
77. sixteen
78. transmutation^
79. dewdrop
80. pinned
81. cockle _
82. lemon
83. sanity
84. butcher
85. pushed
86. Indistinct
87. seldom ■
88. emitted
89. beholden
90. sideways
91. descent
92. divisible
93. inflated
94. honor
95. forerunner
96. bunny
97. restlessness
98. puzzle
99. rather
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Syllabication Skills Test 
Form B
Do Not Write on Test Booklet
Directions: Complete the following information on the
answer sheet:
1. Name.
2. Sex.
3. Date of testing.
4. Name of institution.
5. Name of Instructor.
6. Form of test (in space provided for "Name
of Test").
7. Identification Number (use social security 
number if institutional ID numbers are not 
available). Blacken spaces to indicate ID 
number.
Use #2 Pencil
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1. f lM h lit f it 1) fla a -h ll-g h t 3) fla A rll-g b t 3) fla a h -llg k t 4) fla -a b l-ig h t
3. xaeyel* 1) ca -cyc la 3) rao-yela 3) ra-oyo-la 4) cac-ycla
3. lagoon 1) lag-o-en 3) la -90-cn 3) la -900B 4) lag*«en
4. gtacklo 1) grae-kla 3) gracb-la 3) g ra -d tla 4) grackl-a
S. oblotlnn 1) a b -lu t-icn 3) a-blu-tion 3) a b -la -ticn 4) a-bln t-ion
4. doohot 1} cro-chat 3) croc-^at 3) crochat 4) crocb-at
7. Ido load 1) isu-elvad 3) ia-aoluad 3) in  a d  wad 4) in-aolw-ad
«. faydtofoU 1) h yd -ro f-o tl 3) h yd ro f-o ll 3) h y * o - fo il 4) byd-ro-fO il
9. furrow 1) farrow 3) furr-ow 3) fo-rrow 4) fur-row
10. wnrtohlo 1) wor-ka-^la 3) worb-a-bla 3) wop4ab-la 4) weck-abla
11. dotoetion 1) da -tact-icn 3) dat-ac-tion 3) da-tac-tlon 4) dat-act-ion
13. diolocoto 1) d ia rlo -ca ta 3) di-alo-cata 3) d ia -loc-a ta 4) dia-lo-ca-ta
13. In fo lH h lo 1) ia - fa ll- l-b la 3) ia f-a l-U b -la 3) in -fa l—li^ A a 4) im -fa l-lib -la
14. tolophann 1) tal-agb-ooa 3) ta l-a  gbona 3> ta -la  phrma 4) tala-ptooa
IS. tcrpodo 1) to rp  ad o 3) torp a do 3) to r pa dn 4) tor-pad-o
16. stldm r 1) aU-daw 3) alldaw 3) aild-aw 4) al-ldaw
17. oaginpolor I)  on-po-po-lar 3) UB-pop-nl-ar 3) uD-pop-o-lar 4) un-po-pul-ar
14. awroo I)  doc-raa 3) da-craa 3) dacr-aa 4) dacraa
19. dtaruO 1) dt-er-«j> 3) cba-rub 3} cbaxnb 4) char-A
30. bocfcfaoryi 1) back-boaa 3) badc-ten-a 3) bae-4bo-na 4) ba-de-bona
31. «sUaeCion 1) ax-tiace-ion 3} ax-tiac-tion 3> a s t-ia c -tio n 4) azt-inet-ion
33. blooiAoT 1} blaac-4iar 3) bla-adt-ar 3) b leacb^r 4) blaa-cber
33. pidEln 1) p ic -k la 3) pl-Ckla 3) p lc k l-a  - 4) p iek-la
34. c ru c ifia 1) c c a c -l-fix 3) c n rd - f ix 3) c ru -d f- ia 4) c m c -lf-iz
35. ootalog 1) eat-a-log 3) cat-ol-og 3) ca-ta l-og 4) ca-ta-log
36. oomiTtod 1) conn ar tad 3) con-nac-tad 4) con-nact-ad
37. v ic tim 1) w ic t-ia 3} u l-c tia 3) w le-tim 4) w i-c t-ia
36. oschivo 1) oc-ehiva 3) arc-blaa 3) arCb-iwa 4) ar-dii-wa
39. rhtctun 1) A i-chan 3) dr-lA -aa 3) cMrIra m - 4) cbldc-an
30. lunacy 1) lun-a-cy 3) la-aae-y 3) lo-na-cy 4) Ino-ac-y
31. oaclnolen. 1} aa-elu-aien 3) aae-lu-aion 3) sa-elua-iott 4) aac-lna-lon
33. ja llo 1) ja U -o 3) ja-U o 3) la llo 4) ja l- lo
33. obatruet 1) obat-m et 3) ob-atmot 3) cbatr-oct 4) oba-truct
34. affactad 1) af-fO ct-ad 3) aff-act<ad 3) a f-fac-tad 4) aff-ac-tad
3S. roo**my 1) ro  ad way 3) road way 3) roa daay 4) ro-a-dua^
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36. cow—n«u« 1) oûM-aa ana 4) ceoa-aaa-oa
37. cw tlclc 1) c o t-i-c la 3> c a -ti-d a 3) co t-ie -la 4) C B-tic-la
36. proa—t 1) pcnd-ant 3) pra-da-nt 3) prodant 4) pm-daat
39. lim it 1) lim it 3) lim - it 3) U -adt 4) llm > i-t
40. pcetactlva 1) pro-tac-tiaa 3) pcot ac'tlaa 3) pro-bact-iaa 4) prot act-iaa
41 rwphnr 1) caap^ier 3) caapb-or 3) ca ap-bor 4) c—-phnr
43. •melasltm 1) ar-clna-ivo 3) aac-ln-aiaa 3) ar-cla-aiaa 4) arc-loa-iaa
43. •BchiatmcBt 1) amcb-ant-mant 3) an-diaat-mant 3) an-chan taant 4) anc-haat want
44. dcvlMd 1) da-Tia ad 3) dav-i-aad 3) da-aiaad 4) davia-ad
45. ocwflAml 1) oowfid-ad 3) oonf-id-ad 3) coo-fi-dad 4) ooof-i-dad
46. dogcart 1) deg-ca-rt 3} dog-car-t 3) dog-cazt 4) do-g-cart
47. bctzqr 1) bat-ray 3) batr-ay 3) ba-trary 4) ba-tray
48. agcM 1) agraa 3) a-graa 3) ag-raa 4) ag-ra-a
49. mnciral 1) ana-i-cal 2) maa-ie-al 3) mo-aie-al 4) ma-ai-oal
50. clckia 1) a i-daa 3) aic-dOa 3) a iek-la 4) a ickl-a
51. flcnnal 1) flan-nal 3} flann -a l 3) fla -cna l 4) fl-a o -o a l
52. drcemtonee 1) c tr naaa-tanca 3) cig-cua-atanca 3) c irc  ma ataaea 4) c ir r  naa-taaea
53. rapid ly 1) zap-idl-y 3} ra p -i-d ly 3) ra -p id -ly 4) ra p -id -ly
u  .
55. doccatap
1)
1) door^-at^
“ J
3) do-or-atap
3} so-zo-as 
3) do-crs-tap
■3)
4) deor-at-ap
56. raprodoca 1) rap-ro-daea 3) ra-pro-doca 3) ra-prod-oca 4) rap-rod-aca
57. adcroaaa# 1) ado re  waaa 3) mi-cren-aaa 3) mie-rewaaa 4) ai-ero-aaaa
58 lira rd 1) li-ra rd 3) liz -a rd 3) lia -a -rd 4) li-ra -z d
59. ahxoodad 1) ahioud ad 3) ahro-od-ad 3) abr-ood-ad 4) ahrco-dad
60. o rig in a l 1) o c-ig -i-o a l 3) e -ri-g i-B a l 3) or-ig -im -a l 4) o -rlg -i-n a l
61. bothal 1) bat-hal 3) batb-al 3) batbal 4) ba-thal
63. do liriooa 1) d a l-ir-i-o o a 3) da -lir-i-ooB 3) da -li-ri-o o a 4) d a l-ir-iooa
63. kanml 1) kam -al 3) ba-m -al 3) knr-oal 45 Itar-aa-l
64. aMpload 1) ahi-plo-ad 3) A ip -lo -a d 3) ab-lp-load 4) ahip-load
65. is ta rfa re 1) la t-a r-fa ra 3) in -te r-fa ra 3) in -ta r-fa r-a 4) io t-a rf-a ra
66. angravad ■ 1) ang-ravad 3) aag-raa-ad 3) an-grar ad 4} aa-gra—d
67. jo b ila a t 1) j* - i- la o t 3) joH ai-last 3) ja b -il-a n t 4) ja -b il-a n t
68. ganilah 1) gam-iafa 3) gar-ni-ata 3) gara-i-ah 4) gar-aiah
69. wagoo 1) aa-goo 3) aa-go-n 3) aag-cn 4) aag-o-n
70. corpoacla 1) cor-poa-cla 3) oorp-oa-cla 3) oofpoae-la 4) cozp-oac-la
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71. butted 1) bodd-md 3) btt-ddad 3) had da d 4) hod-dad
72.ullv* 1) aal-l-a* 3) #m-li-*a 3) aa-Ua-a 4) aal-ia-a
72.eea*tallat* 1) eooa-tml-lmta 3) cca-atali-ata 3) esna-tall-ata 4) 00= atal-lata
74. athlatie 1) mttflat-ie 3) ath-la-tie 3) a-thla-tie 4) athla-tic
75. tnpie 1) tzo-ple 3) tr-«p-ie 3) tso-pi-c 4) tsop-ic
7». faleea 1) falc-OB 3) fh-leoB 3) fU-coa 4) fa-le-ea
77. MWntMB 1) aav an-taan 2) aaa-ant-aaa 3) aaaan taaa 4) aaa an ta-an
78. 1} txan-alo-ea-tioB 2) txaaa-lee-a-tioa 3) txaaa-lo-cB-tieo 4) cran-aloc-a-tiOB
78. qpatazt 1) apa-tart 2) ap-staxt 3) «pat-art 4) qp-ata-rt
80. «anrud 1). eaa-nad 2) rann ad 3) eaaaad 4) oa-9=ad
81. brtcfclb 1) btiek-la 3) hrkkl-a 3) bri-ekla 4) brlc-kla
82. digit 1) di-git 3) di-gi-t 3) dig-lt 4) dig-i-t
83. otlll^ 1) at-il-it-y 2) a-til-i-Qr 3) o-til-it-y 4) nt-il-l-ty
84. zaadwr 1) raa-dar 2) ran-A-ar 3) ra-ndt-ar 4) tanch-ar
85. dttbad 1) dab^ad 2) dahb-ad 3) dabbad 4) da-bbad
86. ladlcata 1) la-dl-eata 2) iad-i-cata 3) la-dio-ata 4) ind-ie-ata
87. pacUy 1) pa-rlay 2) parlay 3) pcrl-ay 4) par-lv
88. ateittad 1) admrit-tad 2) ad-mit-tad 3) ad-aitb-ad 4) adm-itt-ad
89. balabor 1) bal^a-bor 2) ba-lab-or 3) bal-ab-or 4) ba-la<4oc
90. ealfslda 1) ealfa-kin 2) eal-fsfc-in 3) calf-akin 4) calf-ak-in
91. dMoaod 1} da-aoand 2) daa-cand 3) daac-and 4) da-aca-ad
93. ezadlbla 1) era-di-^le 2) crad-i-bla 3) crad-ib-la 4) erm-dib-la
93. objaetad 1) efej act ad 2) eb-jae-tad 3) cbl-ac-tad 4) ob-jact-ad
94. lagand 1) la-gaod 2) log-aad 3) la-ga-nd 4) lagand
95. fncbiddiag 1) fot-bid-diag 2) foib-ld-dlag 3) fbr-bidd-ing 4) focb-idd-ing
96. faaar 1) faaoy 3} f m m ^ 3) fga-oy 4) fo-nagr
97. ttathfalnaaa 1) ttath-faln-a»» 2) txa-thfol-aaaa 3) tto-thfu-laaaa 4) troth-fal-naaa
98. fathom 1) fa-thom 3) fath-om 3) fat-hom 4) fa-tho-m
99. maffia 1) mof-fla 2) aoff-la 3) ma-ffla ' 4) moffl-a
100. andanctf 1) oadax-mrita 3) md-mrnrite 3) 1 -dar-ari-ta 4) «B-dar-arita
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Syllabieation SJci.Ha Jest 
FORK B-1
I.D.
School
DIRECTIONS : Re-%irite the words
1. flashlight ______________________
2. recycle ___________________
3. lagoon ___________________
4. grackle ___________________
5. ablution ___________________
6. crochet ___________________
7. involved ___________________
8. hydrofoil _____ _____________
9. furrow ___________________
10. workable  ;_______
11. detection __________________
12. dislocate __________________
13. infallible __________________
14. telephone __________________
15. torpedo __________________
16. mildew __________________
17. unpopular __________________
18. decree __________________
19. cherub __________________
20. backbone __________________
21. extinction _________________
22. bleacher _________________
23. pickle _________________
24. crucifix _________________
25. catalog _________________
by syllables (Example: fa-ga-ceous)
26. connected --  —
27 . victim----------- - --------
28. a r c h i v e _____ _ _______
29. chicken_________ _________
30. lunacy    —
31. s e c l u s i o n  ----------
32. jello   :------- -
33 . obstruct --------------
34. affected  __  — ----
35. r o a d w a y ____________ -
36 . consensus ___ -
37. c u t i c l e -------------
38. prudent------------------
39. limit------------ - ------
40. protective____________ -
41. camphor----------- ------
42. exclusive ----------
43. enchantment  __ _ ______
44. devised ------------
45. c o n f i d e d ___________ —
46. dogcart--------- - ------
47. betray ---- -------
__ 48. agree - -----------
49. m u s i c a l ________ _ __
50. sickle ____________
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51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60. 
61. 
62.
63.
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.
71.
72.
73.
74.
75.
fXaxmel —  
circuMtaac*.
rapidly __ 
monocle _ _
doorstep _
reproduce _ 
microwave _ 
lizard _
shrouded
origi®*! _ 
hethel
delirious . 
kernel 
shipload 
interfere . 
engraved 
jubilant 
garnish 
vagon 
corpuscle 
budded 
saliva
constellate^
athletic
tropic
76. falcon_______
77. seventeen _
78. translocation_
79. upstart _
80. canned_______
81. brickie ^
82. digit _
83. utility _
84. rancher _
85. dabbed _
86. indicate
87. parlay
88. admitted
89. belabor
90. calfskin
91. descend
92. credible
93. objected
94. legend
95. forbidding
96. funny
97. truthfulness
98. fathom
99. sttffle 
100. underwrite
APPENDIX E
PARTICIPATING INSTITUTIONS BY TYPE AND LOCATION
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TABLE 17
PARTICIPATING INSTITUTIONS BY TYPE AND LOCATION
Institution Type Location
Dana College Lutheran Nebraska
East Central State 
College State Oklahoma
East Texas State 
University State Texas
Eastern Montana 
University State Montana
Florida State 
University State Florida
Mississippi State 
University State Mississippi
Northern Kentucky 
University State Kentucky
Oklahoma Christian 
College
Church of 
Christ Oklahoma
Oregon State 
University State Oregon
Rutgers University State New Jersey
University of Arizona State Arizona
University of Oklahoma State Oklahoma
University of South 
Carolina State South Carolina
Western Michigan 
University State Michigan
APPENDIX F
DISTRIBUTION AND FREQUENCY OF GENERALIZATIONS
BY TEST ITEM
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SABLE 18
GENERALIZATIONS APPLICABLE BY TEST ITEMS (PORM A)
Generalization
Test -----------------------------------------------
Item 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
1
2
3 1
4
5
6 1
7
8 1 1
9
10
11
12
13
14 1 1 1
15 1
16
17
18 1
19 1
20
21
22
23
24 1
25 1 1
26 1
27
28 1
29 1
30 1
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38 1
39 1
40
41 1
42
43 1
44
45
46
47
48 1
49 1
50
1
1 1 
1 1 
1 1
1
.1
1
1
1 1 
1 1
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XABXf 18 (Continued)
Generalization
Test -----------------------------------------------
Item 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
IT I
52 1 . 1
53 1 1
54 1
55
56 1 1
57 1 1
58 ,1
59 1 1
60 2 1 1 
61 1
62 1 1
63 1
64
65 1 1
- 66 1 1
67 1
68 1
69 1
70 1
71 1
72 1 1
73 1 1
74 1 - 1
75 1
76 1
77 1
78 1 1 1
79
80 1 
81
82 1
83 1 1
84 1
85 1
86 1 1
87 1
88 1 1
89 1 1 -
90
91 1
92 1
93 1 1
94 1
95 1 1
96 1
97 1
98
99 1
100 1
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TABLE 19
GENERALIZATIONS APPLICABLE BY TEST ITEMS (FORM B)
Generalization
Test ---- - - --------------------------:--------- ;-----------
Item 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
1
2 1 1
3 1
4 1
5 1 1
6 1
7 1 1
8 1 1
9 1
10 1 1
11 1 1
12 1 1
13 1 1 .  1
14 1 1
15 1 1
16 1
17 1 1
18 1
19 1
20
21 1 1
22 1
23 1
24 1
25 1 1
26 1 1
27 1
28 1
29 1
30 1 1
31 1 1
32 1
33 1
34 1 1
35
36 1 1
37 1 1
38 1
39 1
40 1 1
41 1
42 1 1
43 1 1
44 1 1
45 1 1
46
47 1
48 1
49 1 1
50 1
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TABLE 19 (Continued)
Generalization
Test
Item
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60 
61 
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80 
81 
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99 
100
8 9
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
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